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The most comprehensive whiskey guide ever written, now further expanded with more than 1,100
new entries. The world's best selling ratings guide to all types of whiskey including Scotch single
malt, blends, vatted malts, single grains, Irish bourbon, rye, Japanese, Canadian, Australian,
European and many others. Detailed, professionally analyzed and easy to understand tasting notes
on over 4,500 of the World's leading and lesser-known whiskies. Specially designed for quick and
easy reference in any liquor store or supermarket. Each whiskey evaluated by whiskey guru Jim
Murray in his unique, forthright, honest, amusing, fiercely independent and non-Pretentious style.
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Interesting how so many people are not interested with this book because of a very controversial
choice.I admire Jim Murray tremendously for making a good quality whisky at an affordable price his
top choice.That takes some doing and it is great that an influential author is finally bringing a well
needed balance to the industry.There are soo many varieties of whisky out there it is a mine feild of
choice.Some will charge you an absolute fortune for quality that can be had for much less. But
heres the problem.Theres sooo much variety Whisky is now becoming very very difficult to
categorise and define.Its a wonderful problem to look into but... it has lead me to belive only that
one can't ever really provide a whisky of the year.I've never understood how someone can say an
amazing Rye whisky is better than an amazing bourbon or an amazing single malt speyside is

better than an amazing single malt from Islay based on points.The results are different they are
different categories and have their own unique flavour and profile.Its one of the reasons I give a low
score to his work and will continue to do so.I just don't see how you can lump in one place soo
many different styles of whisky and compaire them.I also don't understand how it helps the reader
giving whisky A 90 points whilst whisky B 95 if again the categories are soo different.Both are
obviously good you would be better buying both or chosing out of your preferencial style of
whisky.Indeed if you have type of whisky preference you will subjectively decide which you
prefer.When different styles of whiskys are rated above each other like this the point system is
pointless.
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